Message from the General Manager
With the opening of our new community in north-east Calgary, AgeCare SkyPointe,
in the spring there will be some upcoming leadership changes at some of the communities, including AgeCare Sagewood.
I am honored to have been asked to assume the role of General Manager at AgeCare Glenmore. I will be joining the AgeCare Glenmore team on February 26, 2018.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the residents & family of AgeCare
Sagewood for all of your support over the last 3 years. Reflecting back on what we
have accomplished together during the previous few years, there is much to be
proud of. AgeCare Sagewood team worked tirelessly to provide the best quality of
life experience for each and everyone of our residents. Our 2017 residents and
families experience overall satisfaction of 94%. Staff were provided an opportunity
to share their thoughts on a number of questions related to the work environment
and 95% of staff would recommend this organization to friends and family who require care. In addition, AgeCare Sagewood is the winner for Best in Senior Services for Strathmore, Langdon & Chestermere two years in a row. Throughout the
past few years, staff, volunteers, and partners have brought the community together
with our annual Strathmore Stampede BBQ and have our residents participate in
the Heritage Parade. As a community we were able to meet, surpass, and sustain
the goals that we were tasked with. I will miss AgeCare Sagewood’s enthusiasm, perseverance and can-do attitude team, families and residents. I wish you all the very best.

Thank you everyone who voted for us!

Message from the Educator
Recently we held blood pressure clinics for staff members to talk about risk factors for
high blood pressure and lifestyle modifications to help our staff. Optimal blood pressure is 120 (systolic) over 80 (diastolic). High blood pressure (hypertension) puts people at an 8 fold risk for strokes, as well as increases the risk of other diseases such as
kidney disease and eye problems. Lifestyle factors impacting blood pressure include
diet, weight, exercise, alcohol consumption, smoking and stress. By choosing a diet
that emphasizes fruits, vegetables and low-fat dairy products that is reduced in fat and
cholesterol many people can expect a change in blood pressure of 11 points lower
systolic and 5 points lower diastolic. In some cases medication is prescribed to assist
with blood pressure management, however to achieve optimal control it is usually
necessary to make lifestyle modifications as well. There is no specific interval recommended for blood pressure monitoring of the normotensive person in the community,
however most studies suggest yearly monitoring is sufficient. For more information
about hypertension check out www.hypertension.ca
Education has been focused on fall prevention and post-fall assessment. Universal fall
precautions are being followed for all residents regardless of a history of previous
falls. The goal is to keep all residents SAFE :
Safe Environment, Assist with Mobility, Fall
risk Reduction, Engage Resident and Family
as applicable.

Message from Glenda, Director of Care
We have been busy here at AgeCare Sagewood the last few months with a big change that
occurred. In the fall of 2017, AHS let us know that we were approved for converting one of
our SL4 neighborhoods (Langdon) to a Long Term Care neighborhood. The process started
November 1, this required some of the SL4 residents on the neighborhood to relocate to
other neighborhoods and for several residents that were in SL4 waiting for Long Term Care
to move to Long Term Care. This reallocation of beds has decreased the time people have
had to wait on the Long Term Care waitlist. We have dedicated the new Langdon LTC to
Bea Brown, a former Sagewood resident who was instrumental in making this happen by
going to the MLA as well as AHS and telling her story. We will be busy the next few month
with getting ready for our Accreditation Canada audit. Accreditation Canada is a national organization that organizations can choose to be a part of that ensures you are providing the
highest quality of care according to their standards. I have posted an information poster on
each neighborhood as well you can visit the accreditation Canada website. We currently
have exemplary status which is the highest status you can have. There is a change also occurring within our Leadership team. As of February 26, our GM Michelle Pham will be moving to our AgeCare Glenmore care community in Calgary and we will have a new position
here. We will no longer have a GM and DOC, but will instead have an administrator . I have
accepted the administrator position so will take on that role February 26. If you have any
concerns, comments, or compliments please feel free to contact me either by phone or
email. 403-361-8009 or gboc@agecare.ca

Glenda

Message from Recreation
At the beginning of March you will see our Recreation staff doing their floor switches for
the next 6 months. Eagle Lake will be seeing more of Annie, Namaka will be seeing
more of Tracy, Dawson Lake will be seeing more of Christy and Golden Hills, Langdon
and Rockyford will be seeing more of Lana.
In March you will see on March 6th our rescheduled Memorial Service, entertainment
such as Dennis Toner, Jim Baxter, Rock of Ages, All Sorts and Terrah Harper. At the
end of the month we will be bringing in the Easter theme into our daily discussion of
their traditions.
In April we will start switching over into our summer programing, this means saying
hello to Ice Cream Social, Patio Parties, doing programs outside (weather permitting),
more Green Thumb, Kitchen Creations and Fruit Friday. Saying see yeah later to Hot
Coco Social, Arm Chair Travel, National Geography, Woodworking, Sewing and Baking.
We are looking forward to the warm times ahead and saying goodbye to the snow!

